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An Introduction to GCCNetwork Theory, 2004
This manual provides a complete tutorial introduction to the GNU C and C++ compilers, gcc and g++.    Many books teach the C and C++ languages, this book teaches you how to use the compiler itself.  All the common problems and error messages encountered by new users of GCC are carefully explained, with numerous easy-to-follow "Hello...
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UPnP Design by Example: A Software Developer's Guide to Universal Plug and PlayIntel Press, 2003
Networked devices should be as easy for consumers to set up as stereo equipment—when you plug it in and turn it on, it just works. Universal Plug and Play technology can make this happen. This book is primarily a resource for software developers who are implementing UPnP technology in their products. It also provides a great introduction for...
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Write Great Code: Understanding the MachineNo Starch Press, 2004

	This, the first volume in Randall Hyde’s Write Great Code series, dives into machine organization without the extra overhead of learning assembly language programming. Written for C/C++, VB, Pascal, Java, and other high-level language programmers, Volume I, “Understanding the Machine,” fills in the low-level details...
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Production RenderingSpringer, 2004
In the past, rendering systems used a range of different approaches, each compatible and able to handle certain kinds of images. However, the last few years have seen the development of practical techniques, which bring together many areas of research into stable, production ready rendering tools. Written by experienced graphics software...
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Modern Compiler Implementation in JavaCambridge University Press, 2002
This textbook describes all phases of a compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code generation and register...
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Stack Frames: A Look From InsideApress, 2016

	Teaches you exactly how program memory content and organization is vital for computer security, especially Unix-like operating systems. You will learn how it is manipulated to take control of a computer system, as well as the countermeasures that system designers set up to avoid this. Neither a guide for hackers nor an all-out theory book,...
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An Introduction to Programming With C++Course Technology PTR, 2010

	An Introduction to Programming with C++, Sixth Edition uses the C++ programming
	language to teach programming concepts. Th is book is designed for
	a beginning programming course. Although the book provides instructions for
	using the Microsoft® Visual C++® and Dev-C++ compilers, it can be used with
	most C++ compilers, often...
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Automatic Program Development: A Tribute to Robert PaigeSpringer, 2008
Automatic Program Development is a tribute to Robert Paige (1947-1999), our accomplished and respected colleague, and moreover our good friend, whose untimely passing was a loss to our academic and research community. We have collected the revised, updated versions of the papers published in his honor in the Higher-Order and Symbolic Computation...
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C: A Reference Manual (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	This text is a reference manual for the C programming language. OUf aim is to provide a complete and precise discussion of the language, the run-time libraries. and a style of C programming that emphasizes correctness, portability, and maintainability.


	We expect our readers to already understand basic programming concepts, and many...
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Practical Algorithms for ProgrammersAddison Wesley, 1995

	The purpose of this book is to provide a practical compendium of algorithms for use in applications. Unlike most works on algorithms, this book is not a  textbook: you will not find implementation details left as an exercise for the reader, nor will you find highly theoretical discussions of algorithms with small  snippets of code...
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Thinking in C++, Vol. 2: Practical Programming, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Best selling author Bruce Eckel has joined forces with Chuck Allison to write Thinking in C++, Volume 2, the sequel to the highly received and best selling Thinking in C++, Volume 1. Eckel is the master of teaching professional programmers how to quickly learn cutting edge topics in C++ that are glossed over in other C++ books. In...
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Hacker's DelightAddison Wesley, 2002

	This is a collection of small programming tricks that I have come across over many years. Most of them will work only on computers that represent integers in two's-complement form. Although a 32-bit machine is assumed when the register length is relevant, most of the tricks are easily adapted to machines with other register...
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